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Category: architecture-and-engineering

Job Description

1 . Strong programming skills in Scripting Languages (e.g. Python, we use Ruby), with

experience in developing test automation frameworks and scripts,

2 . Experience with automotive testing tools and frameworks such as Vector CANoe,

CANalyzer, or dSPACE ControlDesk,

3 . Experience with version control systems (we make use of Git) and continuous

integration tools (e.g. Jenkins) is a plus,

4 . Proficiency in automotive communication buses such as CAN, LIN, Ethernet, and

Flexray and protocols (e.g. DoIP, UDS, SOME/IP, XCP).

5 . Strong analytical and problem-solving skills, with the ability to think critically and identify

potential risks and issues in software systems,

2 . Excellent communication skills, both written and verbal, to effectively collaborate with

cross-functional teams and stakeholders,

3 . Experience with continuous integration tools and processes, such as Jenkins or GitLab

CI, to ensure seamless integration and delivery of software components,

4 . Solid understanding of software testing principles, methodologies, and best practices.
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2 . Excellent communication and leadership skills, with the ability to effectively

communicate complex technical concepts to both technical and non-technical

stakeholders,

3 . High-level technical understanding of automotive software, including knowledge of

automotive communication protocols, embedded systems, and software development

processes,

4 . Experience with defect management systems, such as JIRA or Bugzilla, to track and resolve

software defects,

5 . Proven ability to manage and prioritize testing activities and deliver high-quality results

within given timelines.

Requirements

1. Strong programming skills in Scripting Languages (e.g. Python, we use Ruby), with

experience in developing test automation frameworks and scripts, 2. Experience with

automotive testing tools and frameworks such as Vector CANoe, CANalyzer, or dSPACE

ControlDesk, 3. Experience with version control systems (we make use of Git) and

continuous integration tools (e.g. Jenkins) is a plus, 4. Proficiency in automotive

communication buses such as CAN, LIN, Ethernet, and Flexray and protocols (e.g. DoIP,

UDS, SOME/IP, XCP). 5 Strong analytical and problem-solving skills, with the ability to think

critically and identify potential risks and issues in software systems, 4. Excellent communication

skills, both written and verbal, to effectively collaborate with cross-functional teams and

stakeholders, 5. Experience with continuous integration tools and processes, such as Jenkins

or GitLab CI, to ensure seamless integration and delivery of software components, 6. Solid

understanding of software testing principles, methodologies, and best practices. 1. 2. Excellent

communication and leadership skills, with the ability to effectively communicate complex

technical concepts to both technical and non-technical stakeholders, 3. High-level technical

understanding of automotive software, including knowledge of automotive communication

protocols, embedded systems, and software development processes, 4. Experience with

defect management systems, such as JIRA or Bugzilla, to track and resolve software defects, 5.



Proven ability to manage and prioritize testing activities and deliver high-quality results within

given timelines.
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